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Republican House Majority Leader Eric Cantor was not conservative enough. In a
recent Republican primary he was defeated by Tea party candidate David Brat. What is
interesting is that Brat, an awowed libertarian, is a professor of economics.
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The libertarian creationist myth is that when God was finished with the little
business of creating Adam and Eve, his next move was to create the Stock Market.
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On Times list of
influental books
Friedman’s nonsensical “Capitalism
and Feedom” is
ahead of Keynes’
“General Theory”
Text

With his wife, Rose, he later wrote “Free to Choose”, a
further ode to the Libertarian view of the world.

Milton Friedman was the leading Gurus of libertarian economics for two
generations. His popular books were to have enormous influence on American
right-wing politics, and sowed the seeds of the rise of the Tea Party.
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In the 1970s, leading American economists inspired by Friedman developed anti-Keynesian theories. The
goals were to prove once and for all the scientific inevitability of unregulated market economics.
Prominent among these were
Efficient Market Hypothesis - EMH (Eugene Fama): Claims that share prices tend to reflect all relevant
information. Thus, investors cannot consistently outperform the market. While EMH explicitly is a
theory directed at stock markets, the undertone is that it contains general truths about all markets.

•

U.S. - Dow Jones, 2004 to mid-2014: After the housing bubble burst, the stock market lost half of
its value in little over a year. This was, of course, much more than the slump of the real economy.
Something has to be wrong with EMH. The answer is that stock markets are not close mirrors of
the real economy but mainly react to speculative asset inflationary and deflationary movements.
Their long-term upwards trend is part of the accumulation of financial wealth characterizing
capitalism.
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Rational expectation (John Muth, Robert Lucas): a main claim is that we, as rational beings, all understand
that government fiscal stimulus (deficit spending) leads to inflation. It is therefore stymied by rational
agents raising prices and wages, sucking the effect out of the government expenditures. It is predicated
upon the explicit assumption, that economic events are normally (Gaussian) distributed.

The Gaussian distribution
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Max Weber distinguished between Zweck rationality (pursuing a given task) and Wert rationality
(pursuing private preferences). Goal deviations according to Zweck rationality is indeed often normally
distributed but relates mostly to trivial events. Wert rationality relates to decision connected to social
and lifestyle values. Such decisions that are always part of processes showing path dependent trending.
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The Cycle Progression of Fast Fashion Markets.

Time

Preference driven decisions in a society's socio-economic fields are not rational in the
neoclassical interpretation; that is, conforming to an objective reality which operates
according to its assumption of an equilibrium causality. Rather, they follow processes of
cumulative causation which are in part determined by the agents aggregate balance
between critical thinking and ensembles of misrecognitions (doxa).
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•

Real Business Cycle (Kydland & Prescott). Focuses on the supply side in explaining business cycle, and
pointing to technological shocks as a main cycle driver.
The above theories are subsumed under new classical economics, which developed in a politically inspired
opposition to Keynesian macroeconomics, the latter stressing demand deficiencies in explaining business
cycles, and that governments should assume an active role in counteracting the effects of downturns.

However, empirical data suggest that economic cycle peaks precede stock market cycle peaks. Thus, the US
house market peaked in 2006, while the stock market first crashed almost two years later.
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Zuni dance. Ritual dance is an affirmation of community. The libertarian creed denies society, a very odd
view and within the fabric of human experience, strictly a phenomenon of Western culture.
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The industrial society has developed social and economic functions that are dependant upon high energy
inputs. Thus, constant supplies of energy is required for its structures to function. However, the markets only
price extraction and distribution, not the externalities that the processes of carbon burning lead to.
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The Chinese experience over the last 45 years is a study in the ‘progress’ one gets when one allows
the libertarian market paradigm to run amock. China has come from here (Beijing 1979).....
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....to here (Beijing 2012). The libertarian market paradigm fails to explain how to deal with the costs of negative
externalities. Those caused by burning carbon-based energy are clear and present dangers to the future.
Was it really impossible for China to progress without adopting the failed Western fossil fuel-driven economy ?
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The libertarian paradigm also engender negative social externalities by causing people to develop
pathological reactions, caused by the inculcated extreme belief in individualism.
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Lower Manhattan, the linchpin in the world’s money flows, and temple of the market god. But it also steers
the negative externalities of ethical hazards that money and wealth accumulations impinge on society.
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